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Dear Families,
Get ready to go back in time 66 million years to the Cretaceous period when 
flying giants soared in the air, reptiles patrolled the coast, and dinosaurs ruled the 
land. New discoveries are teaching us more than ever about how these amazing 
creatures survived and thrived, and even interacted in surprising ways. From May 
23-27, Apple TV+ is bringing Prehistoric Planet to life for a five-night television 
documentary event with dazzling scientifically sound graphics, new knowledge, 
and even music using fossils as instruments—you’ll see dinosaurs like never before!

Your child is learning about dinosaurs and the creatures that lived alongside 
them with curriculum materials created by Apple TV+ in collaboration with 
curriculum specialists at Young Minds Inspired. You can continue the learning 
and excitement at home—each episode of Prehistoric Planet makes a great 
family activity to watch together and discuss. 

Reproducible Family Letter

Check out the 
Prehistoric PlanetPrehistoric Planet 

five-night documentary  
event on Apple TV+ 

starting May 23!

Explore Prehistoric Planet 
The series explores dinosaurs in their habitats, including:

Episode 1: Coasts—A pregnant Tuarangisaurus is in distress—and her young calf can sense it—as she travels waters that 
are home to the ocean’s deadliest predators.

Episode 2: Deserts—Above the deserts of North Africa, aerial combat ensues as male Barbaridactylus pterosaurs fight 
for the attention of females below.

Episode 3: Freshwater—With its feathered body and duck bill, the eight-ton Deinocheirus wades through an Asian 
wetland in search of relief from pesky biting flies.

Episode 4: Ice Worlds—Within the snow-covered forest, a tense standoff develops between ancient rivals, 
Pachyrhinosaurus and Nanuqsaurus. 

Episode 5: Forests—A journey through an underground cave in North America turns perilous when a young Triceratops 
is separated from its mother. 

Keep finding dinosaur facts as a family with these fun activities: 

• Go to the Prehistoric Planet show page on Apple TV+ to watch videos and hear more from the experts on how this 
story came to life. See apple.co/-PrehistoricPlanet to learn more.

• Create a list of interesting facts and questions while watching Prehistoric Planet to research together. 

• After each episode, make dinosaur fact cards to play a family quiz game. 

• Visit a local natural history museum, an outdoor dinosaur fossil exhibit, or a virtual museum and identify as many 
dinosaurs as you can. 

• Visit a local library for books on dinosaurs and their habitats. Local librarians can help your family get set up with library 
cards and e-reader and audio public library accounts to read anywhere on the go. Become science investigators together.

https://tv.apple.com/us/show/prehistoric-planet/umc.cmc.4lh4bmztauvkooqz400akxav?ctx_brand=tvs.sbd.4000%3Fplb
https://geni.us/prehistoric_ymi
https://tv.apple.com/us/show/prehistoric-planet/umc.cmc.4lh4bmztauvkooqz400akxav?ctx_brand=tvs.sbd.4000%3Fplb

